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INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME 
 

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the growing number of customers who own and operate Baker cabinets 
and glove boxes.  As the inventors of the laminar flow biological safety cabinet and the leaders in the field, 
Baker people take special pride in providing a cabinet that is designed for maximum performance. 
 
Your new AniGARD® e3 cabinet includes many unique features which are included to give you superior 
performance, simpler maintenance and lower life cycle cost. The AniGARD® e3 is a vertical flow clean 
bench that provides product protection along with a high degree of allergen containment. The AniGARD® e3 
is suitable for routine cage-changing operations in the laboratory or other research requiring a 
contamination-free atmosphere. 
 
In addition to the high quality you expect from all Baker equipment, this model has been ergonomically 
designed to provide the lab user with many exciting design features. The ergonomic design will help prevent 
repetitive motion injury, reduce fatigue and lab accidents and enhance productivity. 
 
The adequacy of a cabinet for user safety should be determined on-site by an industrial hygienist, safety 
officer or other qualified person.  Remember that you, the owner and user, are ultimately responsible and 
that you use your cabinet at your own risk. 
 
We recommend that this manual, along with the factory test report, be kept near the cabinet for convenient 
reference by operators and qualified maintenance personnel.  If you have any questions about the use or care 
of your new AniGARD® e3 cabinet, please do not hesitate to contact our Customer Service Department  
at 800-992-2537 for assistance or e-mail us at bakerco@bakerco.com. 

 

Sincerely, 

           
David Eagleson       
President              
The Baker Company, Inc.    
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I – FUNCTION OF THE AniGARD 
 
AniGARD Airflow [Reference Figure 1] 
 
The AniGARD cabinet is designed to provide superior product protection along with a high degree of allergen containment for 
personnel protection. The cabinet delivers HEPA filtered, unidirectional down flow air within the work area and a high velocity 
air curtain behind the viewscreens. The down flow air, combined with intake room air, is pulled into the base of the cabinet 
through the perforated perimeter access openings around the work surface. The air is then drawn through a pre-filter, trapping 
larger particles, located directly below the work surface and into the inlet of the blower located in the base of the cabinet.  The 
suction of the blower maintains a negative pressure zone in the base and vertical plenum of the cabinet.  The outlet of the blower 
is connected to a vertical duct which transfers the air to the positive pressure plenum located directly over the work area.  The air 
from the positive pressure plenum has two possible flow paths.  A portion of the air will flow through the HEPA supply filter 
providing down flow air to the work area.  The balance of the air will flow through the HEPA exhaust filter exiting the top of the 
cabinet and returning to the room. 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1, Airflow Inside Cabinet 
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Standard Features [Reference Figures 1 & 2] 
 Hinged side view screens with 14” high access openings. Sloped for worker comfort. 
 HEPA filtration of air before it enters the work area. 
 Exhaust HEPA filter to help provide allergen containment. 
 Drain pan with valve for catching spills in the work area and holding the prefilter. 
 Two piece work surface for easy cleaning of the drain pan area and prefilter. 
 Supply filter diffuser/protector. 
 Accessibility to electrical components, lamp, blower, and filters. 
 Electric motor  powered hydraulic lift system for changing work surface elevation. 
 GFCI protected duplex (115V only). 
 Two fluorescent lamps. 
 Rubber bumpers at corners of cabinet. 
 5” Caster with brake. 

 

  
 
 
 
 

Figure 2, Cabinet Features 
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Design Details 
 

Cabinet pressure plenums 
The cabinet base and vertical plenum are under negative pressure. This pressure is monitored by a gauge 
located on the vertical plenum. The top filter plenum is under positive pressure. 

 

Motor/blower capacity, Cabinet Blower 
The motor/blower capacity of the cabinet is measured by the ability to provide a nearly constant volume 
of air as the filter resistance to airflow increases. Verification using a simulated supply filter-loading test 
has established that the AniGARD® e3 cabinet is capable of automatically handling 200% increase in 
pressure drop across the filter without reducing total air delivery more than 10%. There is typically no 
need for manual speed control adjustments for increases in filter resistance. Minor blower speed 
adjustments may be required for air balancing purposes. 

 

Air balance adjustments 
Air balance adjustments should only be made by a qualified technician.  
 
The cabinet intake and down flow air is controlled by the setting of the cabinet motor/blower speed 
controller. 
 
Cabinet HEPA/ULPA filters 
The HEPA/ULPA biosafety cabinet filters used in this cabinet have been tested by the manufacturer for 
minimum particle collection efficiency under the latest version of IEST-RP-CC034. As part of the Baker 
Company’s manufacturing process, each biosafety cabinet filter is integrity tested for leaks greater than 
0.01% of the upstream aerosol concentration as stated in the latest version of IEST-RP-CC034. 

 
Easy filter access 
For convenience and ease of service, the HEPA/ULPA filters are accessible through a sealed access 
panel. The panel is located at the open end of the cabinet above the viewscreen. Only qualified 
technicians should replace the HEPA/ULPA filters. 
 
The prefilter is located directly under the two piece work surface. Either half of the work surface can be 
flipped over and placed on top of the other half when access is needed to clean the prefilter. 
 

IMPORTANT 
The prefilter should be inspected and cleaned regularly 

 
 

Stainless steel interior wall construction 
The interior work area end wall is constructed from a single piece of 18-gauge stainless steel. 
 
Viewscreen high velocity air curtain 
Directly behind the viewscreens is high velocity air. The purpose of the high velocity air is to capture 
any particulate at the work area access openings and direct it to the work surface perforation. 

 

All-metal plenums 
The plenums are constructed entirely of powder coated carbon steel in order to provide strength, 
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durability, air-tightness and resistance to deterioration. 
 

Two piece removable stainless steel work surface 
The two piece work surface is constructed of corrosion resistant 16-gauge [1.5 mm] type 304 stainless 
steel, with a satin finish that diminishes light reflection. Either half can be flipped onto the other half of 
the work surface or removed to gain access to the drain pan and pre-filter filter. 

 

Drain pan 
The drain pan is designed to catch spills on the work surface and support the prefilter. Drainage is 
provided by a 3/8” [9.53mm] diameter PVC ball valve located at the bottom of the drain pan. 

 

Viewscreen 
The cabinet has three viewscreens. The two side viewscreens are hinged and the end viewscreen is fixed. 
They are made of 1/4” [6.35mm] thick scratch resistant acrylic plastic. The hinged viewscreens may be 
opened to allow a 21 3/4” [552.5 mm] access opening for placing of large items in the work area and 
must be lowered prior to performing procedures within the work area to maintain proper operation of the 
cabinet. 

 

Work area lighting 
The work area is illuminated by two internal fluorescent lamps which provide a minimum of 100 foot-
candles [1,076 lux] of light at the work surface. The lamps run along the length of the work area on both 
sides. 

 

Electronic ballast 
The AniGARD features a solid-state electronic ballast for the fluorescent lights. The ballast provides 
increased reliability, efficiency, and service life with lower heat output. 

 

Ground fault circuit interrupter 
The outlet on the standard U.S. 115V AC cabinet is protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter 
(GFCI). The GFCI is designed to protect the operator from some electrical hazards. If the GFCI detects 
a hazardous condition, it will automatically cut off electricity to the outlet. The reset button in the center 
of the GFCI outlet will pop out. To reset the GFCI, correct the cause of the problem, and then press the 
reset button on the GFCI.  100VAC and 220VAC cabinets do not have GFCI protection on the outlet 
circuit. 

 

Adjustable cabinet height 
The cabinet has an electric motor driven hydraulic lift system. The control switch is located in the upper 
left hand corner of the sitting area. It is used for setting the work surface at a comfortable operator 
working elevation. The control switch has up and down indicator arrows. 

 

Heavy duty 6” Diameter casters (Optional) 
The optional caster wheels are Ø6” x 2” wide [Ø152.4mm x 50.8mm] and are provided with brakes. 
They are mounted on a special lift base. These casters are less prone to getting stuck in floor grating and 
will stand up to rough use. This option adds 3 1/2" [89 mm] to the height of the cabinet. 
 
Magnifier in the viewscreen (Optional) 
The optional magnifier is mounted to viewscreen and provides 1X magnification for reading tags and 
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labels. 
 

Folding table (Optional) 
The optional table is 14” x 12” x 1 3/8” [355.6mm x 304.8mm x 34.9mm] with a top made of stainless 
steel and supports made of powder coated carbon steel. The table can be folded up when not in use. 

 

Light Sensor (Optional) 
The Light Sensor option automatically turns off the cabinet fluorescent lighting when the area 
lighting is below a set level.  The sensor has a limited adjustment range, and the power must be 
removed from the device to make any adjustment. The cabinet end panel must be removed to make 
this adjustment. This option includes a switch to override the light sensor if the ambient light 
conditions do not meet the minimum requirements.  When the sensor is disabled the lights must be 
manually turned on/off using the light switch. 

 
The Light Sensor is factory set at approximately 18 Foot Candles (194 lux). 
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Specifications 
 

SPECIFICATIONS AG403 AG503 

 Dimensions   

          Nominal Size 4’ [1.21 m] 5’[1.52 m] 

          Foot Print (w x f-b) 58 1/4 x 32 1/2”[1,480 x 826 mm] 70 1/4 x 32 1/2”[1,784 x 826 mm] 

          Standard Height 76 1/4” [1,934 mm] 76 1/4” [1,934 mm] 

          Useable Work Surface (w x d) 
42 5/8 x 21 13/16”  

[1,083 x 554 mm] 

54 5/8 x 21 13/16”  

[1,387 x 554 mm] 

          Worksurface Height Range  

                    With 5” Casters(Standard) 32 1/2” to 44” [826 mm to 1,118 mm] 

                    With 6” Casters(Optional) 36” to 47 1/2” [914 mm to 1,207 mm] 

Weights   

          Weight    

                    With 5” Casters (Standard) 535 lbs [243 kg] 585 lbs [265 kg] 

                    With 6” Casters (Option) 559 lbs [254 kg] 609 lbs [276 kg] 

          Shipping Weight   

                    With 5” Casters (Standard) 655 lbs [297 kg] 720 lbs [327 kg] 

                    With 6” Casters (Option) 685 lbs [311 kg] 750 lbs [340 kg] 

Weight 
The weight of the AniGARD, Model AG403/AG503 cabinet is 535/585 pounds with a shipping weight 
of 655/720 pounds. 

 

Electrical Specifications: US Cabinets, 115V AC 
 

All electrical wiring to the cabinet should comply with the National Electrical Code and any 
applicable local electrical codes at the site of installation. 

 

The power cord is the main disconnect device for the unit. The unit should be positioned in a 
manner that allows easy access to the power cord connection with the electrical utility. 

The standard cabinet is furnished with one 25 foot retractable power cord with 15-Amp plug, type 
NEMA 5-15P. This cabinet requires a single 115V AC, 15A, 60Hz, single phase dedicated service 
connection. This circuit shall provide the protective earth ground for the cabinet. The cabinet is 
internally protected with a 250V, 12A circuit breaker. 

The retractable cord should be fully extended and “locked” when the cabinet is in use. This is to 
prevent excessive heating in the cord reel assembly. 

The cabinet can be provided with an optional 30 foot non-detachable power cord with a 20 Amp plug, 
type NEMA 5-20P. This option requires a single 115V AC, 20A, 60Hz, Single phase service connection. 
This circuit shall provide the protective earth ground for the cabinet. Cabinets with this option are 
internally protected with a 250V, 20A circuit breaker. 
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Cabinet Ratings: 
115V AC, 60Hz, single phase 
Typical current, less outlets, for AG403  3.7 Amps 
Typical current, less outlets, for AG503  4.8 Amps 

 
The cabinet is provided with fluorescent lighting. 
 
The cabinet is provided with an Electro/Hydraulic Lift for height adjustment.  This lift is intermittent 
duty, 1 minute ON, 9 minutes OFF.  The Lift requires approximately 2 Amps when running. 
 
The cabinet is provided with one GFCI protected, 115V AC, duplex outlet. The outlet on this circuit is 
protected by a self-resetting circuit breaker.  

Outlet Circuit Breaker Rating: 
Standard Cabinet: 3A total 
30 foot Power Cord Option Cabinet: 7A total 

 
The cabinet is equipped with an internal isolation transformer with a 10A circuit breaker.  This 
transformer provides electrical noise isolation for the Motor Control to minimize nuisance trips of 
facility GFCI circuit breakers and outlets when these devices are installed as part of the electrical service 
connection for the cabinet.  There is a GFCI device installed on the secondary of the isolation 
transformer, located in the upper left corner of the user knee space, to help maintain GFCI protection for 
the cabinet. 
 
The cabinet may be provided with an optional 24V DC power supply for low voltage options. 

 

Electrical Specifications: International Cabinets, 220V AC 

All electrical wiring to the cabinet should comply with the destination Country Electrical Code 
and any applicable local electrical codes at the site of installation. 

The cabinet is furnished with one 25 foot retractable power cord with an approved/listed plug suitable 
for the destination country . This cabinet requires a single 220V AC, 16A, 50/60Hz, single phase 
dedicated service connection. This circuit shall provide the protective earth ground for the cabinet. The 
cabinet is internally protected with a 250V, 12A circuit breaker.  

The retractable cord should be fully extended and “locked” when the cabinet is in use. This is to 
prevent excessive heating in the cord reel assembly. 

The cabinet can be provided with an optional 30 foot non-detachable power cord with an approved/listed 
plug suitable for the destination country. This option requires a single 220V AC, 16A, 60Hz, Single 
phase service connection. This circuit shall provide the protective earth ground for the cabinet. Cabinets 
with this option are internally protected with a 250V, 12A circuit breaker. 
 

The power cord is the main disconnect device for the unit. The unit should be positioned in a 
manner that allows easy access to the power cord connection with the electrical utility. 
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Cabinet Ratings: 
220V AC, 60Hz, single phase 
Typical current, less outlets, for AG403-INT  2.0 Amps 
Typical current, less outlets, for AG503-INT  2.9 Amps 

 
The cabinet is provided with fluorescent lighting. 
 
The cabinet is provided with an Electro/Hydraulic Lift for height adjustment.  This lift is intermittent 
duty, 1 minute ON, 9 minutes OFF.  The Lift requires approximately 2 Amps when running. 
 
The cabinet is provided with one 220V AC approved/listed outlet suitable for use in the destination 
country. The outlet on this circuit is protected by self-resetting circuit breakers.  

Outlet Circuit Breaker Rating: 
Standard Cabinet: 7A total 
30 foot Power Cord Option Cabinet: 7A total 
 

The cabinet may be provided with an optional 24V DC power supply for low voltage options. 
 

Environmental Conditions 

The cabinet is designed for use in the following conditions: 
 Indoors 
 Altitudes up to 2000 meters 
 Temperature range from 5C to 40C 
 Maximum relative humidity 80% for temperatures up to 31°C decreasing linearly to 50% at 40°C 
 Main supply voltage  

US Cabinets: 115V AC ± 10% 

International Cabinets: 220V AC ± 10% 

 Transient over voltage according to Installation Category (OVERVOLTAGE CATEGORIES) II per 
IEC/UL 61010-1, 2nd Edition 

 Pollution Degree 2 
 
 
 

Symbols and Terminology 
 
Protective Earth: Any terminal intended for connection to external protective conductor for 
protection against electric shock in case of a fault. 
  

 
General Caution: Refer to instruction manual for information regarding personnel and 
environment protection. 
 

 

!
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II - PREPARING THE AniGARD FOR USE 
 

Checking the Cabinet Upon Arrival 
Upon receipt of a new AniGARD cabinet, inspect the exterior of the crate, box and/or skid. If there is any 
visible damage, that fact should be noted on the receiving slip and immediately reported to the delivering 
carrier. 

 
Remove the outer packing material and inspect the cabinet itself. If any concealed damage is found it should 
be reported to the delivery carrier. A claim for restitution should be filed within 15 days. 

 
Due to the risk of mishandling by trucking companies, The Baker Company may remove certain parts of the 
cabinet and  pack them separately. These items will be listed on the packing slip, which accompanies the 
cabinet. Please check the packing slip carefully to be sure that all items have been located. 
 
Proper Cabinet Application 
The AniGARD has been designed to provide a work area which protects the experiment from the 
environment, and to some degree the environment and operator from the experiment. 
This cabinet is not, and should not be used in place of, a laminar flow biological safety cabinet. 
Please consult your safety professional for a proper risk assessment. 
 

Location in the Laboratory 
Proper placement within the laboratory is essential. The ideal location for any cabinet is in a dead-end 
corner of the laboratory away from personnel traffic, vents, doors, windows and any other sources of 
disruptive air currents. Published research from The Baker Company and unpublished tests performed at the 
National Cancer Institute show that if a draft or other disruptive air current were to exceed the intake 
velocity of the cabinet, contamination can enter the work area or escape from it. If additional information is 
desired, contact The Baker Company. 

 
 

Final Tests 
1. Connect the cabinet to its appropriate electrical service.  The required service connection can be 

determined from the Serial Tag on the cabinet and the Electrical Specification section of this manual. 
 

2. Thoroughly clean the interior of the cabinet work area.  
 

NOTE:  See Section III - PROPER CABINET USE “Operator Controls” for information 
regarding steps 3 & 4 below. 

 
3. Turn on the main power switch. The switch shall be illuminated indicating power has been supplied. 

 
4. Turn on the fluorescent light. The red indicator on the switch will be ON and the interior work area 

will be illuminated. 
 

5. All cabinets are carefully tested at the factory.  It is recommended that a complete certification is 
performed by a qualified technician after installation.  This includes verifying the correct airflow 
balance and testing the HEPA/ULPA filters for leaks. A description of these tests and additional 
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requirements can be found in Section IV - ONSITE CHECKS AND MAINTENANCE 
PROCEDURES. 
 

6. It is recommended that all personnel who will be using the cabinet study this manual to learn how to 
use it effectively. For additional start up and use procedures, reference Section III - PROPER 
CABINET USE. 

 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

For a complete listing of articles, papers and reports related to containment, clean air products 
and safety, contact The Baker Company for our complete bibliography or visit our website at 
www.bakerco.com. 
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III - PROPER CABINET USE 

The AniGARD is a valuable supplement to good sterile technique, but is not a replacement for it.  
 

If the cabinet is not understood and operated incorrectly it will not provide an adequate protective 
barrier. To ensure product protection and operator safety the cabinet must be operated per the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

 
All activities that are to be performed in this cabinet should first be approved by a competent professional, 
such as an industrial hygienist or safety officer, to make sure that the cabinet is appropriate for the 
application. This person should monitor the cabinet and its operating personnel at regular intervals to ensure 
that it is being used correctly. 
 
In order to keep the interior work area clean and free of particulates, all Baker biosafety cabinets are 
designed for continuous operation. If the blower is turned off, the work area will become contaminated with 
room air. 
 

Operator Controls 
The operator controls with indicators are arranged on the vertical plenum of the cabinet. 
[Reference Figure 3] 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3, Operator Controls 
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 Cabinet Power On/Off – This switch controls power to all electrical components in the cabinet. 
Switch is illuminated when on. 

 Fluorescent Light On/Off – This switch controls operation of the fluorescent light. A red indicator 
light located on the switch will illuminate when the switch is on.  

 Blower On/Off – This switch controls the power to the cabinet blower.  

If the Motor/Blower has been running, as in normal operation, and is then turned OFF a 
delay of approximately one minute is recommended before restarting the Motor/Blower.  
Failure to implement this delay may cause the Circuit Breaker in the Isolation Transformer 
circuit to trip requiring maintenance. 

 

Start-up Procedure 
1. Connect the cabinet to its appropriate electrical service.  The required service connection can be 

determined from the Serial Tag on the cabinet and the Electrical Specification section of this manual. 
 

2. Turn on the cabinet power. The switch will illuminate when on.  
 

3. Turn on the blower and listen for the sound of the cabinet blower running. Check the pressure 
reading on the pressure gauge. It should have a pressure reading consistent with the last time the 
cabinet was on. 

 

4. Turn on the fluorescent light. The red indicator light on the switch will illuminate. 
 

5. Check to determine that the drain valve is in the closed position. The drain valve is located in the 
upper right corner of the sitting area. 

 
6. Wipe down the interior area of the cabinet with surface disinfectant.  

 
NOTE: Some disinfectants, such as bleach or iodine, may corrode or stain the steel surfaces. 
Good practice is to thoroughly clean the surface afterward with a detergent and rinse with 
sterile water to prevent corrosion. 

 
7. Disinfect the exterior of all materials prior to placing them in the work area!  

Place all materials to be used inside the cabinet on the solid work surface. Everything required, and 
nothing more, should be placed in the cabinet before beginning your work so that nothing passes in 
or out through the air barrier, until the procedure is completed. Implements should be arranged in the 
cabinet’s work area in logical order so that clean and dirty materials are segregated, preferably on 
opposite sides of the work area. Blocking the work surface perforated grille must be avoided for the 
cabinet to perform effectively. If wipes or absorbent towels are used on the work surface, be sure to 
keep them away from the grille. 

 
8. After equipment is placed inside the cabinet, close any open hinged viewscreens. This is important 

to maintain proper cabinet airflow. 
9. Begin working in the cabinet only after it has run for at least two minutes with the hinged 

viewscreens closed. 
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Working within the Cabinet 
 The AniGARD is designed for mobility. It comes with 5” diameter casters that have brakes. When 

attempting to move the cabinet make sure the brakes are “off”. When moving the cabinet between 
rooms make sure the cabinet is unplugged and the power cord retracted back into the reel. When 
going through doorways make sure the cabinet is in its lowest position. 

 
 The hinged viewscreens need to be in the down position during normal operation for safe operation. 

They should only be opened if cleaning of the work area, pre-filter, or drain pan is required. A 
manual latch is provided to hold the side viewscreens open. 
 

 An electric powered hydraulic lift system allows changing of the work surface elevation to a 
comfortable position for the user. The control is located in the upper left corner of the sitting area. 
Hold down the up or down arrow on the control until the desired work surface elevation is reached. 
The lift will automatically stop when it reaches maximum or minimum travel. 
 

 A lift assist button is provided on each half of the two piece work surface. The buttons are located at 
the corner of the work surfaces on the open end of the cabinet. Using these buttons, either work 
surface can be flipped over and laid on top of the other surface or both surfaces can be removed.  

IMPORTANT: Before removing both work surfaces make sure to take note of the 
orientation of the perforated pattern on the work surfaces and keep that same orientation 
when you reinstall them. 

 
 There is a pre-filter located beneath the work surfaces. The pre-filter is made of 1” [2.54mm] thick 

Scott foam and is removable for cleaning. 

IMPORTANT: This pre-filter should be inspected and cleaned regularly by using a HEPA 
vacuum, washing with a mild detergent or autoclaved.  The interval for cleaning will vary 
with the application. 

 
 A 3/8” PVC ball valve is provided in the drain pan. It is located in the upper right corner of the 

sitting area. During normal operation the valve needs to be in the closed position so that any spills on 
the work surface will be contained in the drain pan. If the interior cabinet base requires cleaning, the 
pre-filter support can be removed by lifting it up out of the drain pan. If additional room for cleaning 
the interior cabinet base is needed, the drain pan can be removed by first detaching the 3/8” ball 
valve and lifting off the drain pan. 

 
 Hands and arms should be washed thoroughly with germicidal soap both before and after work in the 

cabinet. Operators are encouraged to wear long-sleeved gowns or lab coats with tight-fitting cuffs 
and sterile gloves. This minimizes the shedding of skin flora into the work area and protects hands 
and arms from contamination. 

 
 Because opening and closing doors in the laboratory will cause air disturbances which might 

interfere with cabinet airflow, this kind of activity should be kept to a minimum while the cabinet is 
in use.  Personnel should limit walking by the open sides of the cabinet while it is in use. 
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Reacting to Spills 
Spills should be cleaned immediately to prevent cross contamination to the work and to avoid any damage 
to the stainless steel surfaces. 
 
It is recommended that the researcher, in coordination with their consulting safety professional, has a 
written plan available in case of an accidental exposure or spill. The safety plan should include all of the 
emergency procedures to be followed in the event of an accident. All employees who use the cabinet should 
be familiar with the safety plan. 
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Cleaning and Disinfecting Stainless Steel 
 

Simple Cleaning 
 

IMPORTANT 
Do not use steel wool or steel pads when cleaning stainless steel. 

 
Dirt deposits on stainless steel (dust, dirt and finger marks) can easily be removed. Warm water, with or 
without detergent, is usually sufficient. If this does not remove the deposits, mild, non-abrasive 
household cleaners can be used with warm water and bristle brushes, sponges or clean cloths. 
 
Iron rust discoloration can be treated by rubbing the surface with a solution of Nitric Acid and Water, 
15% to 20% by volume, and letting it stand for one to two minutes to loosen the rust. 

 

Disinfection 
 

The purpose of disinfection is to destroy particular organisms that could pose a potential hazard to 
humans or compromise the integrity of the experiment. It is important to use a suitable disinfectant in 
the concentration appropriate to the organism being killed. Standard disinfectants include: hypochloride 
(chlorine bleach), iodophor-detergent, ethanol, phenol and alcohol.  

 

IMPORTANT 
Rinsing in sterile hot water and wiping the surface completely dry should always follow 
disinfection and cleaning. 

 
Disinfect the work surface before and after every procedure. 
1. Disinfect surfaces of all equipment used. 
2. Remove all items from the inside of the cabinet. 
3. Place all items that may have come in contact with the agent(s), such as used pipettes, in a plastic 

bag or other suitable container. 
4. Disinfect the entire inside surface of the cabinet. 

 
For additional information on cleaning and disinfecting stainless steel, please refer to: 
“Decontamination, Sterilization, Disinfection, and Antisepsis”, Vesley, Donald and Lauer, James L., 
Laboratory Safety Principles and Practices, Second Edition, 1995, Fleming, D.O., Richardson, J.H., 
Tulis, J.J. and Vesley, D., editors, ASM Press, Washington, D.C., pp. 219-237; and Biosafety Reference 
Manual, Second Edition, 1995, Heinsohn, P.A., Jacobs, R.R. and Concoby, B.A., editors, AIHA 
Publications, pp.101-110.  

 

Using Ancillary Equipment 
The rule to keep in mind is that the more equipment placed in the cabinet, the greater the air turbulence it 
causes. The turbulence resulting from equipment and materials can disrupt the designed airflow and reduce 
the effectiveness of the cabinet. When you use equipment which rotates, vibrates or heats be sure to place it 
at the closed end of the work area if possible. This will help minimize the turbulence at the access openings. 
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About the HEPA/ULPA Filters 
 

CAUTION 
• The HEPA/ULPA filter consists of continuous sheet of glass fibers pleated and mounted in a 

rigid frame. The filter material is very delicate and should never be touched. The AniGARD 
filters have a protective screen which is fixed to the downstream side to minimize potential 
damage to the filter media. 

• HEPA/ULPA filters are not intended to filter gasses or vapors.  
• Misuse of chemicals, Bunsen burners or a heavy dust load will shorten the filter’s life. 

 

The cabinet filters are one of the essential components of a clean air cabinet. It is the shield which stands 
between the product and the environment. 
 
The proven efficiency for all HEPA filters used in Baker cabinets is 99.99% for particles 0.3 microns in 
diameter. The 0.3 micron particle is used as the basis for filter definition because theoretical studies have 
shown that filtration efficiency should be at a minimum for particles of this diameter, with efficiency 
increasing for particles either larger or smaller. Experiments with various viruses and microbial agents have 
proven the effectiveness of HEPA filters. Contact The Baker Company if more information if required. 
 
Upon request an optional ULPA filter package can be made available when the cabinet is purchased. The 
proven efficiency of ULPA filters is 99.999% for particles 0.1 to 0.2 microns in size. 
 
It is important to understand that HEPA/ULPA filters are not intended to filter gases or vapors and they 
are not 100% efficient on particulates. 
 
The room and cabinet particulate levels along with the cabinet blower capacity determines the life of the 
filters. Under most laboratory conditions, you should expect a long filter life. However, misuse or a heavy 
particulate load within the cabinet will shorten filter life. 
 
Over time, as the cabinet operates, the filters will collect particulate. When the cabinet can no longer 
maintain proper airflow balance due to the loading of the filters, they will need to be replaced. Only 
qualified technicians should check the cabinet filters to verify that they have not loaded with particulate to 
the extent that airflow balance is compromised. 
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IV - ONSITE CHECKS AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES 
It is recommended that the following checks be performed before initial use and after each filter change. 
They should also be carried out at regular intervals, usually six months or one year, as specified by an 
industrial hygienist, safety officer or other qualified person. The tests described below meet recommended 
minimum requirements and only experienced technicians using proper procedures and instruments must 
perform them. The Baker Company factory representatives can tell you about other tests, which you may 
consider desirable. 
 
As stated earlier in this manual, each individual cabinet made by The Baker Company is carefully tested 
before it leaves the factory. A copy of the test report, found at the back of this manual, gives the factory test 
results for the cabinet delivered with this manual. Use it as a record of the original testing and as a guide to 
testing in the future. To gain many years of satisfactory service, please be sure that maintenance personnel 
come as close as possible to duplicating these original test figures. 
 
The test procedures used should be identical to those done at The Baker Company so that achieving similar 
test results and comparison of data will be possible. Please correspond directly with The Baker Company to 
request detailed procedures for the particular cabinet model.  
 

The Airflow Balance 
 

WARNING 
Only qualified technicians should perform this procedure. 

 
The airflow balance, which is set at the factory, provides the cabinet with the proper air volume and velocity 
to minimize leakage of airborne contamination either into or out of the work area. 
 
In order to duplicate as closely as possible the airflow characteristics described in the original factory test 
report, please follow these steps: 

 
1. Check the cabinet prefilter located under work surface. Clean or replace if loaded with particulate.  

 
2. Close the hinged viewscreens.  

 
3. Perform down flow velocity tests as indicated in the factory test report.  

 
4. Perform work surface suction readings as indicated in the factory test report 

 
5. Compare the results with those originally recorded at the factory. 

 
6. Make adjustments to the cabinet system as necessary. The cabinet blower speed control is set at the 

factory and automatically compensates for supply filter loading. Manual adjustment of the cabinet 
blower speed control is not typically required.  

 
As the HEPA/ULPA filters load up with particulate, airflow will be maintained automatically. When airflow 
eventually diminishes, it will be necessary to replace the HEPA/ULPA filters. (See Replacing the 
HEPA/ULPA Filters later in this section). 
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Filter Leak & Smoke Testing 
The filters in the cabinet were tested at the factory before shipment to ensure that the media, gasket, and 
frame were not exceeding NSF/ANSI Standard 49 allowable leak rates. Since filters may become damaged 
in transport, it is recommended that the filters be re-tested by a qualified technician before the cabinet is 
used. The filters should also be leak tested at prescribed intervals as specified by an industrial hygienist, 
safety officer or other qualified person. NSF/ANSI Standard 49 details the steps for performing the filter 
leak test. 
 

Filter leak test procedure – Supply and Exhaust Filter 
 

The following test is conducted with reference to NSF/ANSI Standard 49, Section F.5 
HEPA/ULPA Filter Leak Test. 

 

 
1. Leave the cabinet blower running. Ensure that the cabinet is operating within the airflow set point 

velocities stated on the cabinet test report. The test report is located in the back of the Operator’s 
Manual. 

 
2. Hinge both of the cabinet viewscreens to their fully open position and latch in place. 

 
3. With a 3/8” nut driver or wrench, loosen (2) 1/4-20 hex screws located on the downflow diffuser 

directly behind the fixed end viewscreen. Do not remove the screws until the next step. 
 

4. Hold the edge of the supply diffuser with one hand while removing the loosened 1/4-20 hex screws. 
This will prevent the diffuser from falling into the work area. 

 
5. Lower the end of the supply diffuser below the viewscreen sash and carefully remove it from the 

cabinet. The opposite end of the supply diffuser is held up by two brackets mounted to the work area 
wall. Use caution not to damage the supply filter above the diffuser. 

          
6. Using a tee fitting attached to the end of the aerosol generator hose, tape onto the center of the work 

surface. This will be the location of the upstream aerosol introduction for supply filter testing. 
 

7. There are two options available for determining the supply filter upstream aerosol concentration on 
the AniGARD; 

 
Option 1: Measuring the upstream aerosol challenge. 
 
Option 2: Calculating the upstream aerosol challenge. 

 
 
 

Option 1: Measuring the Supply Filter Upstream Challenge 

WARNING 
This procedure should only be performed by qualified technicians. 

 
Before conducting the following procedure, verify that all work area surfaces of the cabinet 

have been appropriately surface decontaminated. 
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8. Remove the upstream challenge port fitting located directly on the top of the cabinet. Insert and tape 

over the upstream tubing attached to the aerosol photometer being used to hold in place. Space 
decontamination is not required for the removal of this fitting as this is a non-biological 
contaminated plenum on the AniGARD. 

 

 
 
 

9. With the cabinet blower still operational, start the 
aerosol generator per manufacturer’s instructions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Using the photometer, measure the upstream aerosol 
challenge per manufacturer’s instructions. NOTE: 
NSF Standard 49 guidelines state that a minimum 
upstream concentration of 10 micrograms per liter 
must be applied. 
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11. Once the number of Laskin nozzles producing > 10 micrograms per liter of aerosol concentration is 
determined, set the 100% value on the photometer per manufacturer’s instructions. 

 
12. (Move ahead to Step 17 for filter scanning instructions) 

 
Option 2: Calculating the Supply and Exhaust Filter Upstream Challenge 

 
13. As stated in NSF/ANSI Standard 49 the upstream challenge aerosol concentration may be calculated 

using the following formula: 
 

Number of Laskin Nozzles x 13,500 
CFM of challenged air 

 
 

14. The following values can be used in the calculation for CFM of challenged air: 
 

 AG403= 885 CFM of challenged air (Supply and Exhaust Filter) 
 AG503=1085 CFM of challenged air (Supply and Exhaust Filter) 

 
By using this formula, one Laskin nozzle will provide the following upstream concentration: 
 

 AG403= 15 micrograms per liter 
 AG503=12 micrograms per liter 

 
15. Once the number of Laskin nozzles producing > 

10 micro grams per liter of aerosol 
concentration is determined, set the internal 
reference of the photometer to the values 
determined from the calculation. 

 
16. Using the photometer probe, scan the exposed 

filter media and perimeter gasket seal at a 
distance of no more than 1” away at a rate of no 
more than 2” per second. [See picture on right] 
 

17. Any leak detected greater than .01% of the upstream aerosol concentration must be repaired using 
materials agreed upon between the customer and certifier.  No more than 3% of the filter face area 
may be patched and the maximum width of any one patch shall not exceed 1.5” per IEST-RP-
CC034.3 
 

18. Scanning the area outside the supply filter perimeter may result in false leak detection; therefore 
Baker recommends re-installing the supply diffuser and 
scanning the gap around the perimeter of the diffuser at no 
more than 1” away at a rate of no greater than 2” per 
second.  If any leaks greater than .01% are detected, 
remove diffuser and inspect seal washers that hold the 
fluorescent lamps in place.   
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19. Once complete, use a ladder to access the exhaust filter opening at the top of the cabinet.  Using a 
photometer, scan for leaks at the distance and scan rate indicated earlier.    
 

20. Once complete, remove the aerosol generator hose and re-install all parts to their original location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Airflow smoke pattern test 
It is recommended that a qualified technician verify the direction of airflow within your cabinet before 
the cabinet is used. The direction of airflow should also be verified at prescribed intervals as specified 
by an industrial hygienist, safety officer or other qualified person. See the Factory Test report outlining 
the smoke pattern test procedures. 
 

Electrical safety tests 
Since electrical components may become damaged in transport, it is recommended that a qualified 
technician retest them before the cabinet is used.  
Note: While performing the electrical safety tests, ensure that the connections with the test leads 
are solid, as poor connections will increase the resistance reading. Also, ensure that the exposed 
metal being touched is solidly connected to the cabinet frame.  
 
The electrical leakage, ground circuit resistance and polarity were tested at the factory before shipment 
to ensure that there is no risk of electrical shock present during normal use. Electrical safety tests should 
also be performed at prescribed intervals as specified by an industrial hygienist, safety officer or other 
qualified person. See the cabinet test report for recorded values of the tests performed. 

 

Maintenance Notes 
 

Cleaning the Work Area 
Spills that fall through the perforated grills can be removed through the drain valve after proper 
decontamination.  
 
The two piece work surface is designed so that one half can be flipped onto the other half or removed. 
This provides unobstructed access to the drain pan for easy cleaning. Remember that this area must be 
assumed to have contamination, so use caution in doing this task. Make sure the drain valve is closed 
when cleaning of the drain pan is completed. 

 
 
 
 
 

Replacing the HEPA/ULPA Filters 
 
 
 

 

WARNING 
Only qualified technicians should perform this procedure. Decontaminate the cabinet 
before changing the filters. 
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During routine cabinet certification, it may be determined that it is necessary to replace the HEPA/ULPA 
filters. This replacement would be required if proper airflow balance could not be achieved due to filter 
loading or if the filter is damaged beyond repair. 
 
HEPA/ULPA filters are very easily damaged. Great care must be taken when handling the filters to avoid 
damage to the filter media and gasket surfaces. The filters should be inspected carefully before and after 
installation. 
 
After filter replacement has been completed, the cabinet and the room should be cleaned and 
decontaminated and all cleaning materials, protective gear and clothing should be disposed of in a manner 
consistent with the nature of the hazardous material. 
 

Supply Filter Replacement Procedure 
 
1. Disconnect the cabinet power cord from the wall receptacle. 

 
2. Using a 3/8” nut driver or wrench, remove the 1/4”-20 hex screws on the filter access panel then 

remove the panel. The panel is located on the open end of the cabinet. 
 

3. Latch both hinged viewscreens in the open position. 
 

4. Hold the edge of the supply diffuser with one hand while removing two 1/4-20 hex screws located on 
the open end of the cabinet. This will prevent the diffuser from falling into the work area. 

 
5. Lower the end of the supply diffuser below the viewscreen sash and carefully remove it from the 

cabinet. The opposite end of the supply diffuser is held up by two brackets mounted to the work area 
wall. Use caution not to damage the supply filter above the work area. 

 
6. Remove the two fluorescent lights from inside the work area. 

 
7. Remove the #8-32 hex screw holding each lamp socket cover and remove the covers. 

 
8. Using a 3/8” nut driver or wrench, loosen the six (6) 1/4”-20 hex screws used to clamp the supply 

filter. IMPORTANT: The screws need only be loosened so that 3/8” to ½” of thread is exposed. They 
do not need to be removed. 

 

9. Grasp the supply filter by the frame only and carefully remove from the cabinet by sliding it out. The 
used filter should be marked appropriately and disposed of safely in accordance with environmental 
regulations.  
NOTE:  The glass media of the filter is very delicate and care must be taken not to damage it. 

 

10. NOTE: Make sure that the airflow direction arrow on the new supply filter is pointing down. 
Slide the new supply filter all the way in until it stops against the rear filter stops. Be careful not to 
contact the filter media with your fingers. Align the filter frame, left to right, so it is positioned 
directly over the down flow opening. 
 

11. Tighten all the 1/4”-20 hex screws until the filter gasket is slightly compressed. 
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12. Reinstall the filter access panel. 
 
13. Test the supply filter for leaks. (Refer to filter leak test procedure Section of this manual) If any are 

detected, seal the leaks before proceeding with the next step. 
 

14. Reinstall the light frame, fluorescent lights and supply diffuser. 
 

15. Close the hinged viewscreens. 
 

16. Check the cabinet airflow balance and adjust the balance if required. 
 

Exhaust Filter Replacement Procedure 
 
1. Disconnect the cabinet power cord from the wall receptacle. 
 
2. Using a 3/8” nut driver or wrench, remove the 1/4”-20 hex screws on the filter access panel then 

remove the panel. The panel is located on the open end of the cabinet. 
 

3. Loosen the two (2) ½” hex head bolts until the exhaust filter lowers enough so that it can be slid out. 
NOTE: Do not remove the ½” hex head bolts. 
NOTE:  The glass media of the filter is very delicate and care must be taken not to damage it. 
 

4. Grasp the exhaust filter by the frame only and carefully remove from the cabinet by sliding it out. 
The used filter should be marked appropriately and disposed of safely in accordance with 
environmental regulations. 
 

5. NOTE: Make sure that the airflow direction arrow on the new exhaust filter is pointing up. 
Slide the new exhaust filter all the way in until it stops against the rear filter stop. Be careful not to 
contact the filter media with your fingers. Align the filter frame, left to right, so it is positioned 
directly under the exhaust opening. 

 
6. Tighten the (2) ½” hex head bolts, alternating two or three revolutions at a time until the filter 

clamping bars come in contact with the mounting frame. The filter gasket will be compressed. 
 
7. Reinstall the filter access panel. 
 
8. Test the exhaust filter for leaks. (Refer to filter leak test procedure Section of this manual) If any are 

detected, seal the leaks before proceeding with the next step. 
 

9. Check the cabinet airflow balance and adjust the balance if required. 
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Troubleshooting 
Here are some suggestions based on our experience with the use and misuse of this cabinets. 

 

If there is no down flow air within the work area- 
1. Make sure the cabinet is plugged in and the blower switch is turned on.  
2. Check the air pressure gauge located directly above the accessory GFCI outlet to see if any air flow is 

indicated. 
3. Check the motor circuit GFCI located in the upper left corner of the operator kneespace to see if it has 

tripped.  Reset by pressing the RESET button if necessary. 
4. Remove the motor controller enclosure cover located in the operator kneespace.  Check to see if the 

motor controller is receiving power (green indicator) or is faulted (red indicator).  If the motor 
controller is not powered, there is an internal circuit breaker that can be accessed by removing the 
plenum end panel.  This circuit breaker should only ‘trip’ if there is a very significant overload or if 
the blower has been turned Off then On in a very short period of time. Work should only be done on 
the internal circuitry by qualified electrical service personnel. 

 
If the Fluorescent Light doesn’t work- 
1. Make sure that the cabinet is plugged in and verify that the fluorescent switch is on indicated by the 

red indicator on the switch.  
2. If the fluorescent light is still inoperative, lower the supply diffuser as indicated in the filter leak 

testing section and check that the bulbs are properly installed in the lamp sockets. WARNING! Risk 
of electrical shock! Disconnect power supply before opening or refer servicing to qualified 
service personnel. Replacement of the fluorescent bulb may be required. 

3. Have a qualified electrician check the wiring to ensure that proper voltage is supplied to the ballast.  
4. If none of the above corrects the problem, the fluorescent ballast may need to be replaced. 
 
If the electrical outlet does not function- 
1. Make sure the cabinet is plugged in.  
2. Check the reset button on the ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) outlet located on the left hand 

side of the cabinet. If the GFCI has tripped, a red LED on the outlet will indicate this condition. Press 
the reset button to reset outlet. The outlets are also protected by a self-resetting thermal circuit breaker. 
A qualified electrician or cabinet certifier, using the wiring diagram in the appendix of this manual, 
can check this breaker and all other connections/components in the circuit. 

 
When a smoke test indicates that there is air flowing from the interior of your cabinet into the 
surrounding room- 
1. Cabinet shall be certified by an experienced cabinet certifier at least annually to verify cabinet 

performance. 
2. Check to see if anything is blocking part of the work surface front or rear perforation. Also check 

under the work surface to see if anything is blocking the exhaust filters. 
3. Verify that the cabinet down flow is within specification. 
4. Verify that the pre-filter material located beneath the cabinet work surface is clean of debris. 
5. Check for room cross drafts caused by vents, open windows, and high traffic through doorways. 

Eliminate the source of the cross draft as this is a typical cause of airflow turbulence. 
6. The supply and exhaust filter may be loaded with particulate if the cabinet has been in service for 
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some time. Replace the filters if the motor blower capacity is at maximum. 
 

When there is uneven fan operation, or noise from the motor/blower assembly. 
 
WARNING! RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!  
Disconnect power supply before removing any access panels or refer servicing to qualified service 
personnel. 
1. Remove the work surface and pre-filter underneath.  Inspect the motor/blower assembly inlets for 

obstructions, loose or broken mounting hardware. Remove, tighten or replace as required. 
2. Check the speed controller for proper input power and contact The Baker Company technical support 

group for assistance. 
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Appendix 
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Replacement Parts List 
 

 Baker Part Number  

Electrical Items AG403 AG503 220V 

Fluorescent lamp [2 per cabinet] 41387 41386  

Fluorescent lamp holders  [Fixed and plunger 
ends] 

41438/41439 41438/41439  

Fluorescent ballast 41385 39391  

Breaker switch – 15 Amp [Cabinet power] 42656 42656 42657 

Circuit breaker [Outlet] 34331 34331 34332 

Motor Drive, 3 Phase 42744 42744  

Terminal block assembly 42662 42662  

Rocker switch [Lights] 15825 15825 15829 

Rocker switch [Blower] 15846 15846  

Ground fault interrupter outlet with indicator 
light 

34921 34921  

25ft Retractable power cord reel 38645 38645  

Hydraulic Lift System 42755 42755  

Hydraulic Lift System Controller 42758 42758 42760 

Hydraulic Lift System Control Switch 42780 42780  

Isolation Transformer 42743 42743  

Isolation Transformer Terminal Block 42745 42745  

Isolation Transformer GFCI 42732 42732  

Light Sensor (Optional) 42817 42817  

Light Sensor Relay (Optional) 41332 41332  

Light Sensor Fuse Block (Optional) 39199 39199  

Light Sensor Fuse (Optional) 20856 20856  

Light Sensor Over-ride Switch (Optional) 42530 42530  

Light Sensor Power Supply (Optional) 41639 41639  
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Mechanical Items AG403 AG503  

Supply HEPA filter 
42020 

(24”x41.5”x3.06”) 
42272 

(24”x53.5”x3.06”) 
 

Exhaust HEPA filter 
41863 

(16”x30”x5.875”) 
41863 

(16”x30”x5.875”) 
 

Motor/Blower Assembly 426A200 426A200  

Work surface [2 piece] 
426X104 and 

426X105 
427X100 and 

427X101 
 

Bumper 38826 38826  

Mini-Helic Pressure Gauge, 0-1” 42228 42228  

Caster with brake, 5” Diameter 40610 40610  
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General Arrangement Drawings: 
AG403 (Base unit): 
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AG503 (Base unit): 
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Electrical Schematics: 
AG403, 115V with Cord Reel: 
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AG403, 115V with Power Cord: 
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AG503, 115V with Cord Reel: 
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AG503, 115V with Power Cord: 
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Isolation Transformer Wiring: 
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AG403, 220V with Cord Reel: 
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AG403, 220V with Power Cord: 
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AG503, 220V with Cord Reel: 
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AG503, 220V with Power Cord: 
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Warranty 
 

The Baker Company, Inc., expressly represents and warrants all goods (a) to be as specified (and described) 
in The Baker Company catalogues and literature, and (b) to be free under normal use, service and testing (all 
as described in The Baker Company, Inc., catalogues and literature) from defects in material and 
workmanship from a period of thirty-six (36) months from the invoice date [US/Canada only] and Twelve 
(12) month warranty for international. 
 
The exclusive remedy for any breach or violation of this warranty is as follows:  The Baker Company, Inc., 
will F.O.B. Sanford, Maine, furnish without charge repairs to or replacement parts or equipment which 
proved defective in material or workmanship. No claim may be made for any incidental or consequential 
damages. 
 
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTIBILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED IN WRITING SIGNED BY THE BAKER 
COMPANY.  THE BAKER COMPANY SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY IMPROPER USE, 
INSTALLATION, SERVICE OR TESTING OF GOODS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
       

 

 
 
                                                  
                                                                        The Baker Company, Inc. 
                                                                         P.O. Drawer E 
                                                                        Sanford, Maine 04073 
                                                                        Tel: (207) 324-8773  /  (800) 992-2537 
                                                                        Fax: (207) 324-3869 
                                                                        Email: bakerco@bakerco.com 
                                                                        www.bakerco.com 
 

                       

 

Patent pending – Air Bypass Armrest, Cable Port 
 


